
1 Centre ‘examining’ Indian tech firm sanctioned
by EU, U.S. for ‘close ties’ with Russian companies 

3 Modi to inaugurate three ISRO facilities today 

6 Govt. launches project aimed at anaemia control
in girls 

6 Grant permanent commission to women: SC to
Coast Guard 

6 India-specific AI model to find gestational age
developed 

7 Will ‘colour molecules’ make quantum computers
accessible? 

7 Scientists have unravelled anatomy that allows
baleen whales to sing 

8 Everything in the garden of elections is not lovely 

8 Drop the ‘garland model’ to let science in India
blossom 

9 An expansive land management policy is
overdue 

11 What is Bitcoin halving and what does it mean for
the crypto community? 

14 India seeks permanent solution to public food
stockpile issue at WTO meet 

14 Govt. concludes G-Sec borrowing for FY24 

15 Tanzania switches on first turbine of hydro unit in
World Heritage site 

1 Govt depts red-flag high duties to curb China
imports, seek nuance in strategy

7 SC to Centre: Ensure women get permanent
commission in Coast Guard or we will

9 ‘EU-India FTA talks are sending a signal to world
in support of rules-based trade system’

9 Indian on Moon by 2040? ISRO chief spells out
hopes, challenges

11 It starts with the district

11 Instead of electoral bonds

13 Gyanvapi case: Why HC called govt order
restraining puja in cellar ‘illegal’

14 To fight climate change, Germany plans to store
CO2, underground offshore

15 Centre amends IT rules to issue orders for
destroying interception records
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